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Weak Lensing
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and present forecasts for Euclid and WFIRST instead of LSST in Sec. IV D.

II. SIMULATED JOINT ANALYSIS OF LSST & CMB S4: METHOD

A. Observables: g, gal, CMB

We use the projected galaxy density field g, the convergence gal from galaxy shapes and CMB from CMB lensing
reconstruction as probes of the matter density field. We consider two distinct galaxy samples for g and gal, with
distinct redshift distributions and tomographic bins, as detailed in Sect. II C. Each observable A 2 {g, gal, CMB} is
a projection of the density contrast �, weighted by an e�ciency kernel WA:

A(n̂) =

Z
d� WA(�) �(�n̂, �) (1)

Thus the cross-spectrum C
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in the Limber and flat sky approximations. Throughout, we assume a flat cosmology and therefore equate comoving
radial and transverse distances. For the projected density field gi in redshift bin i, the e�ciency kernel is
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and dni/dz is the redshift distribution of the galaxies in the ith bin. For a source at comoving distance �S , the lensing
e�ciency is
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Thus the CMB lensing e�ciency is simply WCMB(�) = W(�, �LSS), where �LSS is the comoving distance to the
surface of last scattering at z ⇠ 1100 (see curve in Fig. 2). For the convergence gal,i in the tomographic bin i, the
e�ciency kernel is obtained by integrating over the source distribution in the same bin:

Wgal,i(�) =
1

nsource,i

Z
dzS

dnsource,i

dzS
W(�, �(zS)), (5)

In this simulated analysis, we compute all the cross and auto-spectra of g, gal and CMB in di↵erent tomographic
redshift bins. The analysis therefore includes galaxy clustering (C

gigj
` ), galaxy-galaxy lensing (C

gigal,j

` ), galaxy-CMB
lensing (CgiCMB

` ), cosmic shear tomography (C
gal,igal,j

` ), CMB lensing power spectrum (CCMBCMB
` ) and CMB

lensing-galaxy lensing (C
CMBgal,j

` ). Our specific assumptions about CMB S4 and LSST are detailed in the next
sections, as well as the treatment of the systematic e↵ects.

B. CMB S4 specifications

We simulate a Stage 4 CMB experiment (CMB S4) [50, 51], with specifications presented in Fig. 1. We assume full
overlap with LSST, high resolution (beam FWHM= 10) and sensitivity (white noise level 1µK

0). We adopt reasonable
`-cuts for the cleaned CMB temperature and polarization maps (`min = 30 for T, E, B; `max = 3000 for T; `max = 5000
for E,B). As a result, our forecast only uses the convergence CMB between ` = 30 and ` = 5000. As an input for the
design of CMB S4, we quantify the separate impacts of resolution, depth and e↵ectiveness of component separation
in Sec. IVA.

Our likelihood analysis uses the reconstructed convergence CMB from CMB S4, and assumes the minimum variance
quadratic estimator from [32, 33]. This minimum variance estimator is the optimal linear combination of the quadratic
estimators from temperature and E and B polarizations. The corresponding reconstruction noise is shown in Fig. 1:
the reconstructed convergence is cosmic variance limited up to ` = 1000. At the resolution and sensitivity considered,
iterative techniques making use of the full likelihood function for the CMB convergence may improve the reconstruction

• Light rays are distorted by dark matter 
density field of the Universe 

• Statistical properties of the distortion 
reflect statistical properties of the 
projected density field

• Shear power spectrum is a projection of 
the density power spectrum with redshift 
dependent weight functions called “lens 
efficiency”
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   Large model vector (CMB+LSS)

   Statistics II - Covariances 
- cosmology dependent Signal + constant Noise 
- large and complicated, non-(block) diagonal 
- different methods for derivation
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   Independent probes 

posterior probability

large data vector

 e.g., SN1a as priors 
Self-consistent modeling of all observables as a function of 

1) cosmological parameters (~10)   
2) nuisance parameters (XXX) 

  Statistics I - Likelihood function 
- Multivariate Gaussian vs other parameterizations 
- Non-parametric forms 
- Approximate Bayesian Computation

   Enhanced modeling via
- Observations 
- Simulations 

- Theory

The inference challenge
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Shear Calibration uncertainties

  

More difficulties



Shear Calibration uncertainties
15/19 

Typical star 
Used for finding  
Convolution kernel 

Typical galaxy 
used for cosmic 
shear analysis 
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Photo-z uncertainties

• Measure Fluxes in many different 
photometric bands 

• Collect spectra for 
representative galaxy sample 

• Infer redshifts through mapping 
these flux measurements to 
galaxy spectra 

• Much less accurate compared to 
spectroscopic redshifts

Credit: Padmanabhan+ 2007



Photo-z uncertainties - catastrophic outliers

Credit: Graham '18, ’20, 
Fang, TE ‘22

Fang, TE ‘22

• Left: Simulated LSST PZ data showing two clear regions of outliers 
• Right: We develop an 2-island model that allows for freedom in the amplitude of outlier 

fraction -> marginzlization over this recovers outlier-based biases nicely
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Galaxy Intrinsic Alignment (IA)

• Cosmic shear relies on the idea 
that galaxies are randomly 
oriented 

• Several effects can cause 
alignment of galaxies with tidal 
field 

• Two Types of IA: GI and II 

• GI is more severe as a 
contaminant for cosmic shear



Galaxy Intrinsic Alignment (IA)
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impact on parameters if ignored

marginalize
17 parameter IA model

• Left shows simulated analysis for LSST 
Y10 

• Data vectors are contaminated with 
nonlinear/linear alignment model 

• Analysis marginalizes over 17 
parameters for IA (incl luminosity 
function) 

• Strong biases if unmitigated, significant 
increase in error bars if marginalized 
over 

• Useful: If IA can be controlled at z<1, 
contamination largely vanishesKrause, TE & Blazek’16
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Galaxy Bias
• Relation between a galaxy population and the matter field 

is the main uncertainty in clustering 

• Linear relation on large scales, perturbative and HEFT 
methods on quasi- linear scales 

• On small scales, several galaxies within massive halos: 
requires approximate (halo) models, or expensive 
sims+emulators 

• All models are functions of redshift and galaxy type

Hadzhiyska ’23

HEFT application to DES Y1 
data:  

Linear approximation fails 
around k=0.15 Mpc^-1 

Pushing to small scales 
yields increased constraining 
power



Galaxy Bias
• DESC SRD uses linear 

galaxy bias with scale cuts 
at 21 MPC/h 

• Left shows the impact of 
different systematics on 
LSST Y1, Y3, Y6, Y10 

• For these specific (DESC 
SRD) analysis settings 
galaxy bias is the most 
severe systematic affecting 
3x2 LSST analysesBoruah, TE ’24
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Different Feedback Scenarios

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zfxBa_Zp6WM


Impact on the matter power spectrum

Huang, TE ‘21



Impact study: LSST Y10 simulated analysis8 Huang et al.
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Figure 4. Cosmological parameter constraints for an LSST-like
weak lensing survey with data vectors generated using various
baryonic physics scenarios: pure DM (gray/solid) and the Ea-
gle (blue/solid), MB2 (red/dashed), Illustris (yellow/dot-dashed)
and Horizon-AGN (black/dotted) hydrodynamical simulations.
In all cases, baryonic physics was ignored during the likelihood
analysis, hence providing a worst-case scenario for biases due to
baryonic physics. The analyses are carried out assuming non-
informative priors on the parameters. Here, and in all such 2D
posterior plots below, the contours depict the 68% confidence lev-
els. Depending on the intensity of the baryonic feedback, the re-
sulting posterior distributions can be significantly away from the
fiducial cosmology (marked in gray lines).

We will present in §4 on how we implement various bary-
onic mitigation schemes in the likelihood analysis. But be-
fore that, in Fig. 4 we show the posterior distribution of cos-
mological parameters derived from our LSST likelihood sim-
ulation, when naively applying theHalofitmodel on fitting
the data vectors contaminated with baryonic e↵ects from
Eagle/MB2/Horizon-AGN/Illustris simulations. For ease of
visualization, we only show posteriors in the subspace of four
cosmological parameters out of seven in total. Depending on
the intensity of baryonic feedback as reflected in the ratio
of hydrodynamical to DMO power spectra shown in Fig. 1,
the resulting cosmology constraints can be severely biased
in the case of Illustris (2� ⇠ 13� depending on cosmological
parameters) or at 1� ⇠ 2� level in the other three cases.
We note that the degree of bias depends on the `max used
in the analysis. Fig. 4 presents the result when applying a
cut at `max ⇡ 2000 on D, which is the default setting in the
paper. In §5.4, we will show how this result changes when
extending data vectors to `max ⇡ 5000.

4 METHODS OF MITIGATING BARYONIC
EFFECTS

In this section, we describe the methods used to miti-
gate the impact of baryonic physics on the cosmological
parameter estimates from weak lensing. The methods can
be classified into two categories: PCA-based methods and
the halo-model based approach. We discuss several PCA-
based methods that are minor variants of each other in
§4.1 to §4.3. The halo-model based approach is described
in §4.4. Throughout the work, we use the nine OWLS sim-
ulations as our ‘training sample’ to construct PCs for the
PCA-based methods, and use the four mock data vectors
constructed from Eagle/MB2/Illustris/Horizon-AGN simu-
lations as ‘test sample’ to test methods listed in Table 3.

4.1 PCA in Di↵erence Matrix

4.1.1 Summary of the original PCA framework

The original framework for using PCA to mitigate the im-
pact of baryonic physics for weak lensing is described in Ei-
fler et al. (2015). The essential idea is that even though hy-
drodynamical simulations with di↵erent baryonic prescrip-
tions predict a range of variations on the matter power spec-
tra (Fig. 1), we can still extract the common features of those
diversity using PCA, and build an empirical model to mit-
igate baryonic uncertainty based on these hydrodynamical
simulations. Below we provide a step-by-step description of
the PCA framework.

We collect the tomographic shear power spectra con-
structed from the nine OWLS simulations as our train-
ing sample, and label these nine data vectors as B1, ..., B9.
Next we build a di↵erence matrix �(pco) with dimension of
Ndata⇥Nsim = 990⇥9. Each column records the deviation be-
tween the baryonic data vector and the DMO model vector
M at any arbitrary cosmology (recomputed for each MCMC
step) in terms of their di↵erence

�(pco) =
266664
B1 � M B2 � M . . . B9 � M

377775Ndata⇥Nsim

.

(8)

Both Bx(pco) and M(pco) are functions of cosmology, and
therefore so is �. To produce a baryon-contaminated vector
Bx at cosmology pco, in principle we should rely on Eq. (1)
to generate the matter power spectrum for that cosmology,
and integrate it to derive the tomographic shear data vector

C
i j
hydro,x(` | pco) =

9H
4
0⌦

2
m

4c4

π �h

0
d�

gi(�)g j (�)
a2(�)

P
hydro,x
�

✓
`

fK (�), � | pco

◆
.

(9)

However, to increase the computational speed, we approxi-
mate this step by

Bx(pco) = C
i j
hydro,x(pco) =

C
i j
hydro,x(pco,fid)

C
i j
theory(pco,fid)

C
i j
theory(pco) , (10)
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Figure 15. Similar to Fig. 4, but for the cases when pushing our
mock observables toward `max ⇡ 5000.

Universe, and around 1.5� ⇠ 6� for the other cases. This
amount of bias is consistent with Fig. 5 of E15, who showed
the posterior distributions for `max ⇠ 5000 for the OWLS
baryonic physics scenarios for an LSST-like likelihood sim-
ulations.

Since we showed in §5.2 that method C is the most e�-
cient of the PCA-based methods, we only run simulated like-
lihood analyses with PCA-based method C, compared with
method M using HMcode for `max ⇡ 5000. In Fig. 16, we
plot the marginalized w0 bias (color-filled symbols) and 0.5�
w0 uncertainty (open symbols) as a function of the number
of excluded PC modes in method C (blue diamonds) and
HMcode (yellow hexagons). (The red triangles and black
pentagons are simply copies of the data points shown in
Fig. 12, to enable easier comparison of results with `max of
2000 versus 5000.) The bias and error plots for ⌦m, �8 and
wa are also provided in Fig. C1.

Similar to §5.3, we rely on the bias < 0.5� criterion
to validate the e↵ectiveness of baryonic physics mitigation
methods, with the results summarized in Table 5. First of
all, for HMcode, varying only A is not su�cient to mitigate
the bias to within 0.5� for the Illustris simulation, which
HMcode is particularly good at describing. Both A and
⌘0 must be varied to meet our criterion for MB2 and Ea-
gle. For Horizon-AGN and Illustris, HMcode works well for
some cosmological parameters, while it fails for the others.
For the PCA method, it still works for baryonic scenarios
of MB2/Eagle/Horizon-AGN when pushing to `max ⇡ 5000,
but continues to fail to meet our criterion for the Illustris
scenario.

In terms of degradation on cosmological parameter con-
straints after marginalization, for the cases of MB2 and Ea-
gle, the scenarios in which both PCA and HMcode suc-
ceed in mitigating the bias to within 0.5�, we see that PCA

method yields smaller converged error bars (light blue open
diamonds) compared withHMcode using 2 parameters (yel-
low open hexagons) to do marginalization.

Does extending the data vectors to `max ⇡ 5000 help
to better constrain cosmological parameters compared with
`max ⇡ 2000? As shown in Fig. 12, for the PCA method, we
observe that the converged w0 errors for the `max ⇡ 5000
cases (light blue open diamonds) are smaller by ⇠ 20%
compared with the errors for `max ⇡ 2000 (pink open tri-
angles). For the cases of HMcode when varying both A

and ⌘0, the w0 errors reduce by ⇠ 12% for MB2, ⇠ 18%
for Eagle, and ⇠ 30% for Horizon-AGN, after extending
data points to `max ⇡ 5000 (yellow open hexagons) from
`max ⇡ 2000 (gray open pentagons). This means that we do
benefit from additional constraining power when including
more small-scale data in the analysis, if the baryonic physics
e↵ect in our Universe is near the physics implemented in
Eagle/MB2/Horizon-AGN.

5.5 Including more AGN prescriptions in the
training set

The reason why the PCA method fails to mitigate the im-
pact of baryonic physics on the matter power spectrum in
Illustris is that the PCs built from the current training set
do not capture the strong variation with k to explain its in-
tense feedback feature. As also discussed in Mohammed &
Gnedin (2017), it is better to have a training set that com-
prises adequately exotic but reasonable models. Of the nine
training OWLS simulations, only the OWLS-AGN contains
an AGN feedback prescription, and we rely on this single
AGN model to explain Illustris. However, this shortcoming
can be fixed by incorporating more training simulations into
the PCA, so that the resulting PCs will include more degrees
of freedom to explain the broader range of outcomes due to
baryonic physics.

We try to address the above Illustris problem by in-
cluding the baryonic scenarios of MB2/Eagle/Horizon-AGN
in our training set, and then build a �ch matrix with 12
columns to extend the capability of the derived PCs. In the
bottom left panel of Fig. 16, we plot the marginalized w0
bias (brown filled stars) and error (light brown open stars)
for Illustris simulation with PCs trained from the 12 bary-
onic scenarios, and a scale cut at `max ⇡ 5000. (The results
for other cosmological parameters can be found in the last
column of Fig. C1 as well.) With this expanded training set,
the PCA method now reduces the w0 bias from 1.5� (blue
filled diamonds) to 0.8� (brown filled stars), which is an im-
provement but still does not enable us to meet our criterion
of bias < 0.5�.

The error bars when using 12 simulations in the training
set converge after removing � 6 PC modes. Notice that the
converged errors become bigger when the PCs are trained
from 12 simulations rather than just the 9 OWLS simula-
tions. By including more simulations to construct the PCs,
we also enlarge the range of baryonic uncertainties, which is
a trade-o↵ to ensure a more e↵ective removal of biases due
to baryonic physics for a broad range of baryonic physics
scenarios. However, we can also imagine trying to rely on
external information from independent observations to rule
out baryonic scenarios that fail to describe our Universe.
By carefully controlling the uncertainty range of the train-

MNRAS 000, 1–30 (2018)

Huang, TE ‘19
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Next version with DES Y3 and Planck PR4 is coming out soon



Data Points excluded in DES Y1

• Baryonic effects 
severely contaminate 
small scale weak lensing 

• All grey shaded data 
points were excluded 
from the DES Y1 analysis 

• Modeling Baryons 
allows us to include said 
data points.



How do we model baryons? - Simulations

Model vector for 
baryonic scenario 
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Model vector for 
DM scenario PCs containing 

baryonic physics 
(survey dependent)

Amplitude of PCs (nuisance 
parameter, marginalized over)

N
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2 Games you can play now…

• Game 1 - Cosmology:  

• Use info on baryonic physics info to tighten constraints on cosmology… 

• Game 2 - Baryons:  
Add more information on cosmology (consistent experiments) to go after 
constraints on baryonic physics…



Game 1: Cosmology - what priors?

Two scenarios: 
1) Q1 [-3,12] - uninformative  
2) Q1 [0,4] - informative (based on 

X-ray, SZ, radio observations) Le Brun, McCarthy, Schaye, 
Ponman 2014

Radial profile of groups and 
clusters at z=0. Data points are 

X-ray data from 3 different 
observing runs/papers

One of several 
examples for ext. 

constraints on baryonic 
scenarios 



Game 1: Cosmology

DES Y1 3x2:  
DES Y1 3x2(+baryons):  

DES Y3 3x2: 
DES Y3 shear: 

KiDS 1000 shear:

1) Inclusion of baryonic physics with 
conservative informative priors increases 
Y1 3x2 constraining power on S8 by ~20%. 

2) Planck18 TT did not meet our consistency 
criterion -> chose Planck EE+BAO to be 
combined with DES for Game 2

Huang, TE ‘21



Game 2: Baryonic Physics

• DES Y1 3x2 is in tension with 
cOWLS T8.7 at 2.1 sigma 

• Combined DESY1+ Planck EE+BAO 
rules out cOWLS T8.7 at 2.8 sigma 

• Disclaimer: Precise sigma 
statements are of course rely on 
analysis choices 

• More data and more sims needed 
and are underway

Huang, TE ‘21



Now let’s add CMB Lensing - Xu+ 23

light deflected by tidal field of large-
scale structure 
‣ remapping of (primary) CMB 

anisotropies 

CMB lensing affected by different 
systematics than galaxy shear 
estimates 

• Adding CMB Lensing adds a 3rd field to the mix 
• Now 6 2pt-functions, hence 6x2 analysis 
• We use DES Y1 and Planck for our measurement 
• Fully analytic non-Gaussian covariance that can model 3 

different footprints for the different probes.



6x2 DES Y1 + PR3 cosmology results

• CMB Lensing auto and cross-probes are highly 
complementary to 3x2 

• Our 6x2 Planck+DES Y1 is more constraining than 
3x2 DES Y3 

• Did not combine with Planck TT since tension is 
too large

Xu, TE+ 23



• 6x2 prefers higher feedback compared to 3x2 (Bahamas T8.0 or cOWLS T8.0 compared to Bahamas T7.6) 
• Combination with priors P2, P3 tighten constraints, clear detection of baryonic physics but wide range of feedback 

strengths possible -> more data, stay tuned 
• To fit Planck discrepancy you need feedback stronger than cOWLS T8.7

Xu, TE+ 23

6x2 DES Y1+PR3 baryon physics results



6x2 DES Y1+PR3 baryon physics results

Xu, TE+ 23



Preview: DES Y3 x PR4 (simulated)

• DES Y3 + PR4 shows a significant boost in constraining power - exciting! 
• May translate into 3+ sigma tension with strongest AGN feedback models in sims

Xu+ in prep 24



Preview: DES Y3 x PR4 (simulated)

• Comparison between DES Y3 + 
PR3 and DES Y3 + PR4 analysis 

• Data vectors are contaminated 
with two different scenarios 
(Illustrious and Eagle)

Xu+ in prep 24
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Roman Space Telescope
• Roman has a 0.3 square 

deg wide FoV 
• Survey will overlap with 

LSST 
• Wide area survey in the 

reference design is 
2000 deg^2 only… 

• For multi-probe 
synergies going wider 
would overlap more 
with CMB surveys 

• Idea of a wide survey 
with 1 Roman band is 
being discussed



Roman Rubin Synergies



Looking into the future…adding CMB 
Why stop at 6x2?  

There’s kSZ, tSZ… so many fields to add 

In prep… delayed, my fault…



10x2 analysis Roman + CMB-S4

TE+  in prep

• Significant increase in FoM 
when pushing Roman to 
larger area (true for 3x2, 6x2, 
10x2) 

• Larger area means 1 band 
instead of 4 bands -> 
analyses include larger 
systematics 

• Interestingly, lens=source (1 
galaxy sample) idea 
outperforms the statistically 
more powerful 2 sample 
concept



Roman wide survey idea - systematics

TE+  in prep

• Simulated analyses for different 
survey areas (survey time is kept 
fixed) 

• Reduce to 1 broad band bands to 
keep depth and cover more area 
(fewer bands means systematics 
danger) 

• Even when increasing the 
observational systematics 
budget 3x for a Roman 10k 
survey, the larger area still 
outperforms the 2k reference 
survey (yellow vs green)



Idea of a 2 tier survey

• Two tier survey idea 
• One smaller area (e.g. 

1000 deg^2 with 4 
bands) for systematics 
control 

• Complemented by a 
wide tier in just 1 band 

• Between 6000-15000 
deg^2 depending on 
depth and band chosen

TE, Hirata 23 Roman white papers



Summary
• 3x2 DES Y1 prefers low baryonic feedback scenarios at the level of 

Bahamas T7.6 sims  

• Including CMB lensing (6x2 DES Y1 x PR3) prefers medium feedback 
scenarios at the level of Bahamas T8.0 or cOWLS T8.0 

• 3x2 and 6x2 consistent with Illustris/cOWLS T8.5 at ~1-2 sigma, cOWLS 
T8.7 shows mild ~2+ sigma tension 

• DES Y3 + PR4 analysis is running (many upgrades incl. new sims) - stay 
tuned 

• Somewhat unrelated: Let’s make Roman a wider survey such that we can 
have more overlap with future CMB experiments!


